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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present Xart system based on a hybrid
method using datamining approaches and syntactic analysis
to automatically discover and extract relevant data modeled
as n-ary relations in plain text. A n-ary relation links a studied object with its features considered as several arguments.
Our work focuses on extracting those arguments in text in
order to populate a domain Ontological and Terminological
Resource (OTR) with new instances.
Our approach relies on a new data representation in order
to increase data expressiveness in the knowledge discovery
process, using the concepts defined in the OTR.
Using sequential rules and pattern mining allows the discovery of implicit forms of expression that are used to describe
arguments of n-ary relations in text. Once the implicit rules
are discovered in specific patterns, we define as Ontological
Sequential Patterns (OSP), we use syntactic relations to enrich the patterns in order to obtain Ontological Linguistic
Sequential Patterns (OLSP) where the arguments of n-ary
relations are expressed according to different levels of word
abstraction (word, grammatical category and concept). We
have made concluding experiments on a corpus from food
packaging domain where relevant data to be extracted are
experimental results on packagings. We have been able to
extract up to 4 correlated arguments with a F-measure from
0.6 to 0.8.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Discovering and extracting information reported in documents is a crucial stake in several domains in order to be
able to reuse, manage, exploit, analyze the information they
contain, and use them for decision making purpose. Our
methodology enables the processing of documents on the
Web, i.e. specialised databases like PubMed. Thus, our
methodology helps to highlight knowledge discovered in textual documents in order to develop ”Open Data Science” domain. Let us consider two examples of sentences (1) and (2)
containing relevant information in two distinct domains: in
food packaging domain and in the field of civil aviation. In
sentence (1), a studied object (i.e. polypropylene film) is analyzed according to different features represented by quantitative data, associated with their numerical value and their
unit (i.e. thickness, oxygen permeability, temperature and
relative humidity (RH)). In sentence (2), the studied object
is a plane A380-800 and its features associated with their
numerical value and their unit, are transport capacity, flying
range, speed.
(1) Eight apple wedges were packaged into polypropylene
trays and wrap-sealed using a 64 µm thickness
polypropylene film with a permeability to oxygen of
110 cm3 m−2 bar−1 day −1 at 23 ◦ C and 0 % RH
(2) The A380-800 has a 150 tons of transport capacity, a
15 400 kilometers of flying range that allow a non-stop
New York-Hong Kong flight with
a 900 km/h up to 1012 km/h of speed
The relevant information extracted from these two sentences can be considered as instances of n-ary relations which
can help domain experts in a decision making context. Nevertheless, instances of n-ary relations are painful to automatically identify and extract in text because arguments
are rarely expressed in a unique sentence but in several
sentences, usually in implicit and various forms of expression. Moreover, the expression of quantitative arguments

frequently varies in their attributes, i.e. the numerical value
and the unit of measure, from a studied object to another
one.
Those issues bring together several domains such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Knowledge Engineering. Indeed, the documents containing relevant information
to be extracted use natural language combined with domainspecific terminology that is extremely tedious to extract in
text. Information extraction is a particular domain of NLP
which purpose is the extraction of specific knowledge such
as named entities or relations. In NLP, a relation usually
refers to a connection between entities in text.
In biomedical field, substantial amount of work on binary
relation extraction is proposed. The first approaches to discover relations between entities focused on limited linguistic
context and relied on discovering cooccurrences and pattern
matching manually designed as in [15]. Rule-based techniques defined in forms of regular expressions over words or
part of speech (POS) tags are used to construct linguistic or
syntactic patterns [14], [23], [13], [24]. However, manually
defined rules require heavy human effort.
Later, machine learning-based approaches, e.g. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [20], were widely employed [26], [31],
[21], [28] more precisely as a classification problem [25].
Those methods are successfully used but require a large
amount of annotated data for training that usually takes
tremendous human efforts to build, need many features and
are based on numerical models not directly understandable
by the final user.
The extraction task of n-ary relation is a more complex
issue due to several arguments involved in the relation. The
arguments can be expressed in implicit forms of expression
and usually appear on several sentences. [19] conducted the
first work on n-ary relation extraction expressed in a sentence and proposed, after identifying all binary relations between entities, to construct a graph of entities where edges
denote binary relations. N-ary relation instances were finally
constructed by finding the maximal cliques in the graph.
Later, other work were conducted dividing n-ary relation
extraction issue on three main steps: the first step consists in identifying entities (or arguments) using resources
such as ontologies or dictionaries, the second step consists in
identifying the trigger word of the relation using dictionarybased methods or rule-based approaches to construct patterns from dependency parse results [18], or using machine
learning methods [8], [7], [5], [32] in order to predict the
trigger word of the relation. Finally in the third step, binary relations are constructed using the trigger word and
machine learning methods are used to classify whether binary relations belong to the searched n-ary relation but with
a substantial loss of accuracy. Relation extraction methods
are all based on those three independant steps. In this work,
we propose to consider another perspective on argument expression involved in n-ary relations. Instead of identifying
data involved in n-ary relations, we are interested in discovering the implicit relationships between them occurring in
text, using datamining approaches. Those techniques have
already been succesfully used on text to discover implicit
relations between entities in order to enrich ontologies [10]
or to discover linguistic patterns without external resources
[3], [9]. Moreover, in [16], authors use association rules and
sequential patterns in order to propose comprehensive and

reusable rules for text categorization.
In this paper, we present Xart system that relies on a domain OTR and takes advantages of datamining methods in
order to discover implicit rules of expression between arguments involved in the searched relation. Then, the system
uses syntactic analysis in order to construct Ontological Linguistic Sequential Patterns (OLSP) where the arguments of
n-ary relations are expressed according to different levels of
word abstraction (word, grammatical category and concept).
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we give a
quick overview of Xart system. In section 3, we describe the
step of Xart system based on our knowledge discovery process to discover Ontological Sequential rules and Patterns
(OSP). In section 4, we describe the step of Xart system
based on our hybrid approach to construct Ontological Linguistic Sequential Patterns (OLSP). In section 5, we firstly
present and discuss the discovery of OSP and secondly, we
present and discuss the results we obtained on the extraction of correlated arguments from text using our OLSP. In
section 6, we finally conclude on our work.

2.

XART SYSTEM

In this section, we present our Xart system to extract
correlated arguments of n-ary relations in text. The step
shown in figure 3 uses datamining approaches to discover
specific sequential patterns, we defined as OSP of correlated
arguments in text. The step shown in figure 4 proposes to
enrich, extend discovered patterns with a specific syntactic
information in order to construct OLSP and extract correlated argument instances of n-ary relations from text. In
this section, we present the OTR, then propose the first definitions on which our work relies and finally we give a quick
overview of Xart system.

OTR.
Relevant data are modeled as n-ary relation where a studied object is modeled as a symbolic argument and its features
as quantitative arguments associated with their attributes,
the numerical value and the unit of measure. Our representation of n-ary relations is the one of naRyQ (n-ary Relations
between Quantitative data) [27]. naRyQ contains two components, a terminological component that gathers all terms
of the domain, e.g. the names of packagings, and a conceptual component. The conceptual component of naRyQ
is composed of a core ontology to represent n-ary relations
and a domain ontology to represent specific concepts of a
given application domain.
Figure 1 gives an excerpt of naRyQ in the food packaging domain on which rely our evaluations. In the up core
ontology, generic concepts Relation Concept and Argument
represent respectively n-ary relations and their arguments.
The n-ary relation concepts may be hierarchically organized
by the specialization relation, shown by the lines in figure 1.
In the down core ontology, generic concepts Dimension,
UM Concept, Unit Concept and Quantity allow the management of quantities and their associated units of measure.
The sub-concepts of the generic concept Symbolic Concept
represent the non numerical arguments of n-ary relations.
The domain ontology contains specific concepts of a given
application domain. They appear in naRyQ as sub-concepts
of the generic concepts of the core ontology. The terminological component of naRyQ contains the set of terms de-

Figure 1: An excerpt of the concept hierarchy of naRyQ in
food packaging domain

scribing the studied domain.
A n-ary relation is represented by a concept which is linked
to its arguments by binary relations such that none of those
arguments has a specific role (e.g. subject or object). We
give a formal definition of such a representation of n-ary
relations between quantitative data.
Definition 1.
Let us consider the ontology OT R = hCOT R ; R; I; V; ≤o i.
COT R is a set of concepts in the ontology OT R;
R is a set of relations into COT R × COT R ;
I is a set of instances;
V is a set of values;
≤o is a specialisation relation in (COT R × COT R ) ∪ (R × R);
A n-ary relation concept rel ∈ COT R , ≤o (rel, Relation Concept) is defined in OT R by the set of binary relations rj ∈ R which link the n-ary relation to its arguments,
this set being composed of at least two binary relations:
Def(rel) = {rj (rel, aj ) | rj ∈ R,
(aj ∈ COT R ∧ ≤o (aj , Argument))},

Figure 2: The n-ary relation O2Permeability Relation

Relevant feature.
In our work, we have defined units of measure associated
with quantatitative arguments as relevant features in text
to define an optimal context for discovering the searched arguments [4]. From this hypothesis, we propose two relevant
textual contexts of search :
Definition 3. (Pivot sentence)
A pivot sentence is defined as the sentence where at least
one unit referenced in the OTR is identified
Definition 4. (Textual window)
A textual window noted fsn is defined as the set of sentences
composed of the pivot sentence and the n previous sentences
and/or the n afterward sentences, where n is the window
dimension. The search direction in sentences, noted s, is
represented with - if we consider previous sentences, with
+ if we consider afterward sentences and ± if we consider
previous and afterward sentences
Those definitions are the basis of our work and allow us
to define textual contexts in order to discover relevant information about n-ary relations over the steps of Xart system.

such that |Def(rel)| ≥ 2
A n-ary relation is caracterized by its signature, i.e. the
set of its arguments.
Definition 2.
Let us consider the ontology OT R = hCOT R ; R; I; V; ≤o i.
The signature signatureR: COT R −→ 2COT R of a n-ary
relation concept rel ∈ COT R as defined in Definition 1 is:
signatureR(rel) =
{(aj ∈ COT R ∧ ≤o (aj , Argument)) |
rj (rel, aj ) ∈ Def (rel)}
An example of n-ary relation concept is given in figure 2
and represents O2Permeability relation in naRyQ pack OTR
(food packaging domain OTR). The signature of the n-ary
relation O2Permeability Relation is:
signatureR(O2Permeability Relation)= {Packaging, Thickness, Temperature, Partial Pressure, Relative Humidity,
O2Permeability}.

Discovering correlated arguments in ontological sequential patterns.
Identified units from the OTR are used to define textual
contexts that allow us to stay close to the arguments of nary relations in text. As we have previously defined, relevant
textual contexts are defined from units as textual windows.
Textual windows are relevant set of sentences to discover
implicit rules and patterns using datamining approaches. In
this step, we use a new data representation that relies on the
conceptual level defined in the OTR. This new data representation allows to increase data expressiveness in text and
discover new patterns in the knowledge discovery process
shown in figure 3. Those new patterns are defined as OSP
since they contain conceptual level of argument expression.
Using syntactic analysis.
Finally, in this step shown in figure 4, we use specific syntactic relations, we defined as OSR as we will detail in section 4, in order to construct ontological linguistic sequential
patterns.

Figure 3: Knowledge Discovery Process of Xart system (KDP)

Figure 4: The hybrid approach of Xart system

3.

DISCOVERING CORRELATED
ARGUMENTS

In order to discover frequent patterns involving arguments
of n-ary relations in plain text, we focus on the question
about the existence of implicit relations in the expression of
those arguments that could facilitate their extraction and
their linking in the searched instance. For that purpose, using datamining approaches present significant advantages in
discovering not only implicit rules from data but also sequential patterns in order to better understand how arguments
are associated in text. In this section, we firstly present the
basic definitions of datamining used in the paper, we secondly highlight our data representation, which relies on the
OTR, in order to apply efficiently the knowledge discovery
process on plain text, and we finally detail our knowledge
discovery process to discover frequent patterns of correlated
arguments.

3.1

Preliminaries

The following definitions are detailed in [2] and presented
here according to an example taken from [11]. The database
DB in table 1 represents a set of transactions. Each transaction represents the set of events (items) appearing in each
city at several months. For each city, a sequence is generated as shown in table 2 and is composed of itemsets where
an item can appear several times in a same sequence.
In section 3.3, we show how we structure and represent a
text in order to select the transactions and items to mine.
Each transaction corresponds to a set of relevant sentences
containing arguments of n-ary relations and selected items
are specific words in the neighborhood of identified arguments.
Definition 5. (Sequence)
Let I = {I1 , I2 , ..., Im } be a set of items. An itemset is a non
empty, non ordered set of items noted (I1 , I2 , ..., Ik ) where
Ij ∈ I. A sequence is a non empty ordered list of itemsets
noted < IS1 IS2 ...ISp > where ISj ∈ IS, with IS the set of
itemsets.
Extracting sequential patterns consists in searching frequent sub-sequences from sequences.
Definition 6. (Sub-sequence)
A sequence A = < IS1 IS2 ...ISp > is a sub-sequence of an
0
> (A  B) if p ≤ m
other sequence B = < IS10 IS20 ...ISm
and if there exists integers j1 < j2 < ... < jk < ... < jp such
as IS1 ⊆ ISj1 , IS2 ⊆ ISj2 , ..., ISp ⊆ ISjp .
Example 1.
Consider the sequences in table 2, the sequence
S = < (Sun)(Heat = High) > is supported by sequences
SN imes and SM ontpellier as S  SN imes and S  SM ontpellier .
A sequential pattern is a frequent sub-sequence characterized by a support, which represents the number of occurrences of a pattern in S, a set of sequences. Extracting
frequent sequential patterns is extracting patterns with a
support value greater than a minimum support parameter
θ . Let M be a set of extracted sequential patterns, then
∀M ∈ M, Support(M ) ≥ θ.
Definition 7. (Sequential pattern support)
A sequence S ∈ S supports a sequential pattern M when

M  S. The support of M is the number of sequences in
S in which M is included. Let S 0 be the set of sequences
that support M, then S 0 = Si ∈ S such as M  Si and
Support(M) = |S 0 |.
Definition 8. (Association rule)
An association rule is an implication expression of the form
X −→ Y where X and Y are disjoint itemsets, i.e., X ∩
Y = ∅. The strength of an association can be measured in
terms of its support and confidence. Support determines how
often a rule is applicable to a given data set, while confidence
determines how frequently items in Y appear in transactions
that contain X.
Example 2.
Consider the rule {Sun −→ Humidity = Low}. Since the
support count for {Sun, Humidity=Low} is 2 and the total
number of transactions is 5, the rule’s support is 2/5=0.4.
The rule’s confidence is obtained by dividing the support
count for {Sun, Humidity=Low} by the support count for
{Sun}. Since there are 3 transactions that contain Sun, the
confidence for the rule is 2/3=0.67.
The interpretation of a sequential rule is given by [12] as if
the items of X occur in some transactions of a sequence, the
items in Y will occur in some transactions afterward from
the same sequence.
Now that the basic definitions used in this paper are given,
we present our approach on data representation in order
to optimize the expression of arguments in text and apply
datamining algorithms.

3.2

Data representation

Stay close to the involved arguments.
As previously defined, we use units referenced in the OTR
in order to define textual windows, which represent a set of
relevant sentences close to the arguments of n-ary relations.
Using textual windows, we get several sub-corporus. Each
one is mined with datamining algorithms in order to discover
sequential rules and patterns on the expression of arguments
of n-ary relations. Both Sequential rules and patterns are
useful to explore in order to identify interesting rules and relations on the expression of arguments in text, and sequential patterns are particularly useful for extraction pattern
construction of arguments in text.

Let arguments express themselves.
The aim of this work is to extract argument instances,
which forms of expression frequently change in text and
which numerical values frequently change according to the
measurements made on the studied object. Mining frequent
patterns directly on text without increasing expressiveness
of n-ary relation arguments substantially decreases knowledge discovery efficiency. We propose to tackle this issue by
taking into consideration data expressiveness using a new
representation. This new representation relies on the core
ontology where symbolic argument and quantitative argument (i.e. quantity) are distinct. We propose with the
definition 9 to increase the expressiveness of the symbolic
arguments by representing them with their corresponding
concepts, sub-concepts of the generic concept
< Symbolic Concept >. For example, in our experiments

City
Nı̂mes
Montpellier
Nı̂mes
Montpellier
Nı̂mes

City
Nı̂mes
Montpellier

Month
01/2011
02/2011
02/2011
03/2011
04/2011

items
Humidity=low, Sun
Sun
Heat=High
Humidity=Low, Heat=High, Sun
Heat=Low, Wind

Table 1: Database DB
Sequence
<(Sun Humidity=Low)(Heat=High)(Heat=Low Wind)>
<(Sun)(Humidity=Low, Heat=High, Sun)>
Table 2: Sequences S for each city

led on the corpus of packaging domain, we choose the subconcept < P ackaging > according to the specialization relation (Packaging, Symbolic Concept) in order to represent
the studied object packaging in text.
Definition 9. (Symbolic concept representation)
COT R is a set of concepts of the OTR;
COT R = CRel ∪ CQty ∪ CSymb where CRel is a set of relations,
CQty is a set of quantitative concepts, CSymb is a set of symbolic concepts;
WOT R is a set of words in the terminological component
of the OTR where all words wi ∈ WOT R denote a concept
Ci ∈ COT R ;
∀ t, term of the text, such that ∃ wi ∈ WOT R which denotes
Ci ∈ CSymb , and wi = t, and ∃ Cj such as Cj ≥ Ci , and
Cj ∈ SignatureR(rel) with rel ∈ CRel , then t is annotated
by Cj ∈ CSymb in the new data representation.
We propose with the definition 10 to increase the expressiveness of the quantitative arguments by increasing the expressiveness of their numerical values using their associated
units of measure. Numerical values represent the relevant information we want to discover and which often vary, depending on the measurements made on the studied object. Units
of measure related to numerical values are associated with
specific sub-concepts of the generic concept < Quantity >.
We use those sub-concepts of < Quantity > to represent
numerical values. We can therefore simply represent the
quantity with the generic concept < Quantity > and the
unit with < um > for < U nit Concept >.

Definition 10. (Quantity concept representation)
COT R is a set of concepts of the OTR;
COT R = CRel ∪ CQty ∪ CSymb where CRel is a set of relations,
CQty is a set of quantitative concepts, CSymb is a set of symbolic concepts;
V is a set of values associated with the concepts CQty of the
OTR ;
IU M ⊂ I, subset of instances which represents units of measure;
WOT R is a set of words in the terminological component
of the OTR where all words wi ∈ WOT R denote a concept
Ci ∈ COT R ;
∀ tu , term of unit in the text defined as ∃ wi ∈ WOT R
such as wi denotes i ∈ IU M such that i ∈ hasU nit(Ci ) with
Ci ∈ CQty and Ci ∈ SignatureR(rel) with rel ∈ CRel ,
∀ vi , a value in the text associated with tu such as vi ∈ V, is

annotated by Ci ∈ CQty , Ci by <quantity> and tu by <um>
in the new data representation.
In example 3, the numerical value 64 is followed by the
unit µm that is associated with < T hickness > concept.
Thus, < numvalthick > is used to annotate each value followed by a unit associated with the concept < T hickness >,
< numvaltemp > is used to represent each value followed by
a unit associated with the concept < T emperature >, and
we simply represent the unit with < um > for < U nit Concept >.
The data representation principle is shown in example 3: in
sentence (1), the arguments that should express themselves
in text are underlined. The sentence (2) corresponds to our
new data representation of the sentence (1). This sentence
contains an instantiation of the n-ary relation O2 Permeability
Relation of figure 2, which represents the O2 permeability
of a packaging in given experimental conditions, defined by
the packaging thickness (64 µm), the temperature (23 ◦ C)
and the relative humidity (0%).
Example 3.
(1) Eight apple wedges were packaged into polypropylene
trays and wrap-sealed using a 64 µm thickness
polypropylene film with a permeability to oxygen of
110 cm3 m−2 bar−1 day −1 at 23 ◦ C and 0 % RH.
(2) Eight apple wedges were packaged into polypropylene
< packaging > trays and wrap-sealed using a 64
< numvalthick > µm < um > thickness < quantity >
polypropylene < packaging > film with a permeability
to oxygen < quantity > of 110 < numvalperm > cm3
m−2 bar−1 day −1 < um > at 23 < numvaltemp >
◦
C < um > and 0 < numvalrh > % < um > RH
< quantity >.
Now that we have proposed new textual contexts to explore and a new data representation that substantially increases argument expressiveness in text thanks to the OTR,
we detail our knowledge discovery process to discover frequent patterns of correlated arguments.

3.3

Knowledge discovery process guided by a
domain OTR

In this section, we propose a knowledge discovery process,
illustrated in figure 3, which relies on four steps and is guided
by a domain OTR.

Process description.
The first step corresponds to the data representation presented in section 3.2, and that allows to increase data expressiveness.
The second step proposes to represent several textual windows to be mined in the datamining step, using the units
referenced in the OTR, and the definitions 3 and 4 we have
previously proposed. Those textual windows draw specific
textual contexts where relevant information about n-ary relations can be discovered.
Then, the third step prepares our textual windows for the
datamining step. From the data representation proposed in
section 3.2, we can define a transaction and item as follows
:
Definition 11. (Transaction)
A transaction is defined as a set of sentences according to a
textual window.
Example 4.
In a textual window f±1 , each transaction corresponds to a
set of sentences composed of the pivot sentence, the previous
and afterward sentences.
Definition 12. (Item)
A set of items In is the set of the n nearest terms or concepts
of the identified concepts in data representation.
Example 5.
Let us consider the sentence (2) of example 3, if we choose
to select the 1-term nearest neighboors of the identified concept <packaging>, we obtain a set of items composed of
<packaging>, polypropylene, trays, films.
Finally, the fourth step corresponds to the datamining
step. Each represented textual window, according to the
transactions and set of items, is transformed into a matrix
to be explored by datamining algorithms in order to discover
frequent patterns of correlated arguments as ontological sequential patterns (OSP) defined as follows:
Definition 13. (Ontological Sequence)
W is a set of words in a sentence;
COT R is a set of concepts of the OTR;
WOT R is a set of words in the terminological component
of the OTR where all words wi ∈ WOT R denote a concept
ci ∈ COT R ;
IO = {IO1 , IO2 , ..., IOm } be a set of items IOj where IOj ∈
W×WOT R or IOj ∈ COT R . An itemset is a non empty, non
ordered set of items noted (IO1 , IO2 , ..., IOk ) where IOj ∈
IO. An ontological sequence is a non empty ordered list of
itemsets noted < IOS1 IOS2 ...IOSp > where IOSj ∈ IOS,
with IOS the set of itemsets.
Extracting ontological sequential patterns consists in searching frequent ontological sub-sequences from ontological sequences.
Definition 14. (Ontological Sub-sequence)
An ontological sequence A = < IOS1 IOS2 ...IOSp > is an
ontological sub-sequence of an other ontological sequence B
0
= < IOS10 IOS20 ...IOSm
> (A  B) if p ≤ m and if there
exists integers j1 < j2 < ... < jk < ... < jp such as IOS1 ⊆
IOSj1 , IOS2 ⊆ IOSj2 , ..., IOSp ⊆ IOSjp .

An Ontological Sequential Pattern (OSP) is a frequent
ontological sub-sequence characterized by a support, which
represents the number of occurrences of a pattern in OS, a
set of ontological sequences.
At the end of the knowledge discovery process, we automatically extract a set of ontological sequential rules and
patterns of argument expression in text. Those patterns are
based on the data representation that uses the conceptual
level of the OTR and are generic patterns.
Example 6.
Consider the OSP <(packaging)(numvalthick um)> supported
by sequences OSf±1 with OSf±1 as OS  OSf±1 . This OSP,
discovered in the sequences of the textual window f±1 , associates the packaging concept of food packaging domain
OTR with the representation of thickness value and the
um concept (unit concept).
In the following, we propose a hybrid approach that takes
advantages of syntactic relations to enrich the extracted
OSP with relevant grammatical categories and terms (in our
work a term refers to a word). As we will show in next section, relevant grammatical categories and terms are the ones
that stay close to the expression of arguments involved in the
searched relation.

4.

USING SYNTACTIC RELATIONS

In this section, we present our hybrid approach that combines frequent OSP with syntactic analysis in order to construct linguistic sequential patterns of correlated arguments
in text. We firstly present the basics of syntactic analysis
and secondly explain our choices towards syntactic relations
and finally detail our hybrid approach to construct correlated argument patterns.

4.1

Syntactic analysis basis

Syntactic analysis is the process of analysing a string in
natural language conforming to the rules of a formal grammar. The analysis consists in segmenting a sentence into
parts, e.g. noun phrase, verb phrase and into categories,
e.g. noun, verb and in representing the phrasal structure
using a tree representation where each word is represented
according to its syntactic group or category. The syntactic
analysis gives us frequent syntactic structures used and allows us to better understand how sentences are constructed
in natural language. Despite progress in program development of syntactic analysis, there is not yet an efficient parser
that covers the bulk of formal grammar, provides reasonable number of analysis per sentence and it is not limited to
the length of sentences it analyses. Moreover, the phrasal
structure often used in linguitic domain provides a limited
semantic level of analysis. Thereby, in our work we didn’t
focus in first choice on syntactic analysis but rather on discovering implicit rules based on semantic analysis guided by
the OTR. Then, in the hybrid approach, we are interested
in improving the structure of our discovered patterns using
specific syntactic relations, so that we are able to master
the number and the quality of analysis in order to construct
relevant patterns.

4.2

Syntactic relations

Our approach uses the advantages of datamining methods
to discover implicit rules and patterns of correlated argu-

ments in text. As we have previously explained, those discovered patterns and rules only restitute the relationships
that arguments share in text. Syntactic relations (SR) provide a simple description of the grammatical relationships in
a sentence that can easily be understood and effectively used
without linguistic expertise, especially in tasks involving information extraction from text. In particular, rather than
the phrase structure representations that have long dominated in the computational linguistic community, it represents all sentence relationships as triples of a relation between pairs of words, such as in the sentence ”Bell, based in
Los Angeles, makes and distributes electronic, computer and
building products”. The subject of distributes is Bell. The
representation chosen is the following SR: nsubj(distributes,
Bell).
In our work, we are interested in extracting all relevant SR
that provide grammatical relationships between arguments
involved in the discovered sequential patterns. To summarize, we can describe the hybrid approach, presented in next
section, as a combination of data mining approaches, which
provide exhaustive extractions of implicit relations and patterns of arguments in text, and specific SR to understand
linguistic structures often used in text to describe arguments
involved in those patterns.

4.3

Xart hybrid approach

In this section, our work focuses on extracting frequent
and relevant SR close to the arguments of searched n-ary
relations. Those SR reveal specific grammatical relations
and specific terms used in the expressions of arguments in
text. We propose to use those SR in order to construct linguistic sequential patterns to be applied on text to extract
correlated arguments of n-ary relations.
The hybrid approach, as illustrated in figure 4 is composed
of four main steps :
SR extraction.
consists in using a syntactic parser on a corpus. The
parser analyses each sentence in the corpus and returns all
SR. The SR links a gammatical category to a pair of words.
For example, the RS NN(thickness, film) explains that the
words thickness and film are linked with a syntactic nominal
relation. In this work, our interest is extracting all SR that
link words close to the arguments of n-ary relation. For that
purpose, we use a domain OTR to identify the most relevant
SR.
SR close to the OTR extraction.
We are interested in extracting all SR that are close to the
OTR, i.e. the ones that contain at least one term denoting
a concept in the OTR. We define those syntactic relations
as Ontological Syntactic Relation (OSR).
Definition 15. (OSR)
SR is a set of syntactic relations;
W is a set of words in a sentence;
WOT R is a set of words in the terminological component of
the OTR;
COT R is a set of concepts of the OTR;
OSR is defined as a relation (w1 , sr, w2 ) with sr ∈ SR,
where w1 ∈ W × WOT R and w2 ∈ W × WOT R . All words

wi ∈ WOT R denote a concept ci ∈ COT R and COT R ∈
down
Ccore
.
0SR close to OSP.
Then, from this set of OSR, we focus on those that link
words expressing correlated arguments discovered in the OSP
detailed in section 3. For example, prep of(thickness, LDPE)
explains that the words thickness and LDPE are linked with
a syntactic prepositional relation, prep of. LDPE is the
name of a packaging and denotes the concept < P ackaging >
in the OTR. This OSR can be used to enrich the discovered
patterns of correlated packaging and thickness arguments.
Those kinds of OSR are very interesting to use in order to
obtain Ontological Linguistic Sequential Patterns (OLSP) of
correlated arguments.
Construction of OLSP.
All 0SR with a pair of words that express correlated arguments are used in order to enrich sequential patterns. We
define those enriched patterns as Ontological Linguistic Sequential Patterns (OLSP).
Definition 16. (OLSP)
OSR is a set of ontological syntactic relations;
OSP is a set of ontological sequential patterns;
SR is a set of syntactic relations;
W is a set of words in a sentence;
COT R is a set of concepts of the OTR;
WOT R is a set of words in the terminological component
of the OTR where all words wi ∈ WOT R denote a concept
ci ∈ COT R ;
For each OSR ∈ OSR defined as the relation (w1 , sr, w2 ),
with sr ∈ SR, where w1 ∈ W × WOT R and w2 ∈ W ×
WOT R ,
For each OSP ∈ OSP defined as a frequent ontological subsequence from a set of items IO = {IO1 , IO2 , ..., IOm } where
IOj can be w1 or IOj can be w2 ,
An Ontological Linguistic Sequential Pattern(OSP) corresponds to the OSP enriched with the relation (w1 , sr, w2 ).
For example, an OSP extracted from the corpus of packaging domain <(packaging)(numvalthick um)> shows that
the expression of packaging and thickness arguments are correlated in text, and we try to figure out in which linguistic
structure(s) they are correlated using OSR. From this pattern, we look for all OSR that provide the relations between
the searched arguments in the pattern, e.g. NN(thickness,
film/films) or
NN(film/films, thickness), NN(LDPE, film/films) or
NN(film/films, HPMC), prep of(thickness, LDPE). LDPE
and HPMC are terms that denote the concept < packaging >
in the OTR, we keep the concept in the relation. OSR are
then transformed, using the rules of the formal grammar related to the used parser, in linguistic structures linking the
words of the OSR. Linguistic structure generation rules are
given in example 7.
Example 7.
Generation :
- NN(thickness, film/films) => film/films thickness

- NN(film/films, thickness) => thickness film/films
- NN(LDPE, film/films) => film/films (packaging)
- NN(film/films, HPMC) => (packaging) film/films
- prep of(thickness, LDPE) => thickness of (packaging)
Combining with OSP
<(packaging)(numvalthick um)> :
- <(packaging) film/films thickness (numvalthick um)>
- <thickness of (packaging) film/films (numvalthick um)>
...
We obtain OLSP constructed according to the sequence
defined in the OSP. Those OLSP are used on text in order
to extract sentences where we now can find correlated arguments of n-ary relations, e.g. mango <packaging> films
thickness was 0.17 ± 0.02 <numvalthick> mm <um> ou
Thickness of resulting starch <packaging> films ranged from
199.6 ± 22.6 to 271.4 ± 581 <numvalthick> µm < um >.
In this section, we have shown how the proposed hybrid approach used in Xart system takes advantages of syntactic
analysis and uses the OTR for the extraction of OSR that
are specific SR we can use to construct OSLP.

5.

EVALUATION

We have led experimentations on a corpus in food packaging field. We have first applied our knowledge discovery
process in order to discover ontological sequential rules and
patterns of argument expressions, then, after a validation
step, we have used selected syntactic relations in order to
enrich OSP and obtain OLPS to extract correlated arguments of n-ary relations from text.

5.1

Ontological sequential patterns

Sub-corpus constitution. From the food packaging
corpus, we organised several sub-corpora according to textual windows represented (e.g. a corpus f0 , f±2 ). We applied our knowledge discovery process and obtained several
matrix for each sub-corpus tested. The number of transactions tested changes according to the textual window represented from 5 000 to 35 000. The number of items also
changes according to the textual window represented from
2 000 to more than 10 000.
Algorithms used in experiments. A substantial amount
of datamining algorithms exists to the state-of-the-art, such
as Apriori [1], Spade [30] and PrefixSpan [22]. The experiments have been led using Clospan [29] to extract sequential
patterns. Clospan implements the most efficient algorithm
to the state-of-the-art, PrefixSpan, and allows to discover a
set of sequential patterns without redondancy and without
loss of informativeness. We use CMRules [12] to extract sequential rules.
Selection criteria. A well-known issue in datamaning is
managing the number of sequential patterns and rules generated from the algorithms. Thus, the support is an important
measure used to eliminate uninteresting sequential rules and
patterns and can be exploited for the efficient discovery of
sequential rules and patterns. Confidence is interesting to
use in order to measure the reliability of a rule. In our experiments we have used the higher confidence because the
higher the confidence, the more likely it is for a set of itemsets Y to be present in sequences that contain the set of
itemsets X.
Beyond those classical measures of support and confidence,
we propose to use two new selection criteria based on both

statistical and semantic criteria. The first one will select
only the OSP where at least one argument of n-ary relations represented in the domain OTR is identified. The second one will select the OSP from the intersection of several
studied textual windows.
Quantitative results. The number of ontological sequential rules and patterns varies according to the selection criteria applied. For example, we obtained more than 52 000
rules and patterns on the sub-corpus f±2 according to a minimum support of 0.5 and the criteria of selecting the rules
and patterns containing at least one argument referenced in
the OTR. When we added the selection criteria of intersection, we reduced this number around 1 000 OSP and rules.
Qualitative results. We first applied the knowledge
Textual
window
f±1

f0

T

fn

Table 3:

Ontological sequential rule or pattern

Support

<(packaging)(numvalthick um)>
<(numvalthick)(films)>
<(film)(mm)(thickness)>
<(film thickness)(rh)>
<(packaging)(quantity)(permeability)>
<(packaging)(permeability)>
<(pressure)(water permeability)>
<(oxygen permeability)(pressure)>
<(thickness)(films)(observed)>
<(thickness)(water)(films)>
packaging => numvalthick
temperature => numvalrh
<(numvaltemp)(numvalrh%)>
<(packaging)(numvalthick)>
<(packaging)(numvaltemp ◦ c)>
<(packaging) => temperature numvalrh
>
packaging => quantity numvaltemp ◦ c

0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.6
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
>0.05

Excerpt of OSP and rules -

T

window intersection criteria

discovery process without increasing expressiveness of arguments with data representation in text. We obtained a
small set of patterns comparing to other results, i.e. around
500, and extracted patterns were meaningless, e.g. none of
the patterns restituted numerical values whereas they are
important to discover new instances in text.
Table 3 gives an excerpt of OSP and rules obtained with
the knowledge discovery process using data representation.
First, the results show the interest of the new data representation to extract more meaningful patterns and rules.
Secondly, the results show that extracted rules and patterns
allow us to discover implicit argument expressions in text.
In the studied domain, we find the five following rules:
1. A first rule showed in several patterns,
<(packaging)(numvalthick um)>, highlights that packaging and thickness arguments frequently appear as
correlated in text and that correlation frequently occurs in a maximal textual window of f±1 ;
2. A second rule, temperature => numvalrh, highlights
that if we find temperature argument, we frequently
find relative humidity argument. Those correlated arguments in text frequently appear in the same sentence, i.e. f0 ;
3. A third rule, <(packaging) => temperature numvalrh
>, highlights that if we find packaging argument, we
frequently find temperature and relative humidity arguments. Thus, four correlated arguments in text, i.e.

packaging, thickness, temperature and relative humidity frequently occur in a maximal textual window of
f±1 ;
4. A fourth rule, <(pressure)(water permeability)>, shows
that partial pressure argument and permeability argument frequently occur in the same sentence;
5. A last rule suggests that packaging argument could
be the trigger word of the relation since it frequently
occurs in rules and patterns of previous correlations,
e.g. <(packaging)(permeability)>,
<(packaging)(numvaltemp ◦ c)>.
The discovered correlations are relevant in 1 000 OSP and
rules in the studied domain. After being validated by a
domain expert, OSP can be used to construct OLSP using
Xart hybrid approach and can be used to extract instances
of correlated arguments as detailed in the following.

5.2

From ontological sequential patterns to ontological linguistic sequential patterns

Quantitative and qualitative results on SR extraction. We first used Stanford parser [17], the most efficient
tool to the state-of-the-art (with 86% of accuracy) to extract
all SR from the corpus. We obtained more than 50 000 SR.
Then we extracted the OSR, which represent a meaningful
subset close to arguments involved in n-ary relations. Finally, we kept only the OSR containing words that suggest
correlated arguments discovered in OSP. The OSR are added
to the selected OSP in order to construct OLSP of correlated
arguments in text. We reduced the subset to 6 600 meaningful OSR. In terms of qualitative results, the most meaningful
OSR return syntactic nominal, prepositional, and conjunctional relations. Other OSR show that the relation between
a numerical value and its unit is always according to a numerical type. Another subset of interesting OSR include
syntactic verb relations that are verbs describing experimental context or experimental results such as conduct, prepare,
measure, pack, compare, increase, decrease.
Quantitative results on correlated argument extraction. The evaluations have been led using both OSP
and OLSP on a subset of 11 articles where 87 argument
instances have been manually annotated. The results are
shown in table 4. Those patterns were directly used on
texts of the sub-corpus f±1 of food packaging corpus where
we found four correlated arguments packaging, thickness,
temperature, and relative humidity (RH). In this first evaluation, we only used six frequent OSP, given in remark 1,
that were enriched with four frequent types of OSR noun,
numerical, prepositional, and conjunctional groups to construct the OLSP. We finally had a set of 50 patterns to test
on texts composed of OSP and OLSP constructed with Xart
hybrid approach. The results given in table 4 are measured
in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. The results are
given according to the evaluation type of correlated arguments. The results show that using Xart hybrid approach
substantially increases the precision of extraction from 0.4
to 0.7 for the first ones and from 0.3 to 0.7 for the second
ones without too much impact on the recall. The results
on the extration of 3 or 4 correlated arguments are slightly
better using OLSP but it clearly shows the strength of OSP
to discover accurate correlations with a F-measure of 0.6.

Remark 1.
OSP used in the evaluations :
<(packaging)(numvalthick um)>
<(numvalthick um)(packaging)>
<(packaging)(numvaltemp ◦ c)>
<(numvaltemp ◦ c)(packaging)>
<(packaging)(numvalrh%)>
<(numvalrh%)(packaging)>

6.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed Xart system based on a
hybrid approach that takes firstly advantages of datamining techniques and secondly of syntactic analysis. We have
proposed a knowledge discovery process that takes into consideration expressiveness of data using the conceptual level
given by a domain Ontological and Terminological Resource
(OTR). In this process, we also have proposed to evaluate
several textual windows in order to analyse ontological sequential rules and patterns (OSP) in a precise sequence of
sentences. In this first step, the ontological sequential rules
and patterns have shown several correlated arguments in
texts. Then, we have proposed to extract relevant syntactic
relations called Ontological Syntactic Relations (OSR) that
improved the effectiveness and expressiveness of ontological sequential patterns by combining different levels of word
abstraction (word, syntactic relation and concept) in Ontological Linguistic Sequential Patterns (OLSP). Finally, we
have conducted some experiments with OSP and OLSP to
extract sentences where we find from two to four correlated
arguments. Further work is to apply the complete Xart system on a new corpus using a new domain OTR but with
issues that remain the same, i.e. extraction of relevant data
modeled as n-ary relations and as defined in naRyQ OTR.
Another further work is to integrate the OLSP in a tool,
@web1 software, that allows researchers to manually annotate tables extracted from published scientific documents [6].
Indeed, in the tables of articles that return experimental results on packagings, it often occurs that some arguments
(e.g. thickness) are missing in the table and are given in the
text of the article. Specific OLSP (e.g. packaging and thickness correlated arguments) can help researchers to complete
the annotation of data given in tables.
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